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Abstract
This paper presents an effective use of Emperor Penguin Optimization Algorithm
(EPO) which basically mimics the huddle behavior of emperor penguin. This algorithm
dwelt to solve the economic load dispatch problems considering multi-fuel generation
fuel cost function and emission as objective functions which are to be optimized while
satisfying the equality and in-equality constraints. The proposed algorithm has been
examined and analyzed on IEEE 30-bus test system to validate its performance and
effectiveness in comparison to other existing algorithms.
Keywords: Emperor Penguin Optimization Algorithm (EPO), multi-fuel non-convex
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1. Introduction
Economic load dispatch problem deals to utilize the power system economically by
minimizing the generation fuel cost with consideration of operating and physical
constraints. Basically in a generating plant multiple fuels including coal, oil, diesel and
natural gas are present simultaneously for maintaining continuity in generating electrical
power at lower cost as compared to the generating stations possessing only a single fuel.
Considering multi-fuels, this paper solves the economic load dispatch problems by
optimizing the non-convex cost function and emission functions.
Recently, many meta-heuristics algorithms have been developed by researchers which
can efficiently solve the economic dispatch problem with proper handling the non-linear,
constraint bounded functions as compared to the classical approaches[1]-[3] which are
used in last decade. These heuristic algorithms including Genetic Algorithm (GA) [4],
Evolutionary Programming (EP) [5], Biogeography Based Optimization (BBO) [6],
Moth Flame Optimization (MFO) [7], Criss-Cross Algorithm (CCA) [8], Fruit Fly
Algorithm (FFA) [9], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [10], Ant Lion Optimization
(ALO) algorithm [11], and many more had proven their robustness in solving the
economic load dispatch problems.
Similarly, a recently developed algorithm named as Emperor Penguin Optimization
(EPO) Algorithm has been considered which mimics the huddle mechanism of emperor
penguin. As it is already proven in Ref. [12] that, EPO efficiently gives global best
solution in less computation time. Thus, this paper proposes the implementation of EPO
for solving the economic load dispatch problems of standard IEEE-30 bus system.
Obtained results validate the performance of considered algorithm in comparison to the
other algorithms.
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2. Problem Formulation
Optimization Problem deals to solve the steady state problem of electric power
systems through minimizing the objective functions with the consideration of
constraints simultaneously. Mathematically OPF is represented by:
Min Fa ( x , y )

a  1,2,....... p

Subject to: k( x , y )  0 ,

l( x , y )  0
where, ‘k’ and ‘l’ are the equality and inequality constraints respectively, ‘x’ is
the state vector of dependent variables and ‘y’ is the control vector of system and p
is the total number of objectives functions.
The state vector may be represented by:

x

T

 [PG ,1,Vl ,1....Vl ,NL ,QG ,1....QG ,NG ,Sl ,1....Sl ,NT ]

The control vector may be represented by:
yT

 [PG ,2 .....PG , NB ,VG ,1....VG , NB ,QSH ,1....QSH , NC ,T1....TT ]

where PG ,1 is the real power, Vl ,1 is the load bus voltage, , QG ,1 is the reactive
power of generator, Sl ,1 is the apparent power of generator VG ,1 is the generator
voltage of slack bus. NL, NG, NT, NC and T are the total number of PQ buses, PV
buses, transmission lines, shunt compensators and off-nominal tap transformers
respectively.
2.1. Objective Functions
In this paper, two objective
mathematically expressed below:

functions

are

minimized,

which

are

a. Multi-fuel non-convex cost objective
Usually, a generating station possesses different types of fuel including coal,
fossil fuel, oil and gas for generation. Considering system with multi -fuel, the nonconvex generation fuel cost function can be represented as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Representation of Multi-fuel generation fuel cost function
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The multi-fuel cost function can be formulated as:

 2
  NG

F1    Fi ( Pi )     Fi ( Pi ) 
 i1
  i 3


(1)


















ai1Pi 2  bi1Pi  ci1  ei1  sin f i1  Pi min  Pi ; Pi min  Pi  Pi1

ai 2 Pi 2  bi 2 Pi  ci 2  ei 2  sin f i 2  Pi min  Pi ; Pi1  Pi  Pi 2
Fi ( Pi )  


2
min
k 1
max
aik Pi  bik Pi  cik  eik  sin f ik  Pi  Pi ; Pi  Pi  Pi
th
where aik ,bik ,cik ,eik , f ik are the fuel cost-coefficients of the i unit with
valve-point effects for fuel type k.

b. Multi-fuel emission objective
The emission for multi-fuel generating units can be defined as

 2
  NG

F2    Ei ( Pi )     Ei ( Pi ) 
 i 1
  i 3


(2)

 i1   i1PG   i1PG2  i1 exp i1 PGi  ; Pi min  Pi  Pi1
i
i

   i 2 PG   i 2 PG2  i 2 exp i 2 PGi  ; Pi1  Pi  Pi 2
i
i
Ei ( Pi )   i 2


ik PGi 
2
; Pi k 1  Pi  Pi max
 ik   ik PGi   ik PGi  ik exp
th
where  ik ,  ik , ik , ik and ik are emission coefficients of the i generator for
fuel type k.

2.2. Constraints
The equality and in-equality constraints are as follows:
a. Equality constraints
NGB
 PG ,m 
m1

PD  PL
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b. Inequality Constraints
(i). Generator constraints
min

max

VG ,m  VG ,m  VG ,m and
min

max

QG ,m  QG ,m  QG ,m

m  NG

(ii). Voltage at bus and discrete transformer tap settings
min

max

VG ,m  VG ,m  VG ,m and
min

Tm

m  T

max

 Tm  Tm

(iii). Active power generation limits
min

PG ,m



PG ,m



max

PG ,m

m  NG

(iv). Reactive power supply by the capacitor banks
min

max

QSH ,m  QSH ,m  QSH ,m

m  NC

(v). Transmission line loadings
max

Sl ,m  Sl ,m

m  NT

3. Emperor Penguin Optimization Algorithm
In Antarctic winter, these emperor penguins congregate together to keep them
warm as shown in Figure 2, and this huddling mechanism is considered for
developing the algorithm.
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Figure 2. Huddling mechanism of Emperor Penguin
Basically, this huddling mechanism of emperor penguins occurs in four phases:
• Huddling boundary for emperor penguins will be generated.
• Temperature around huddle will be calculated.
• Distance between the emperor penguins will be determined.
• Eﬀective mover will be relocated.
3.1. Steps for mathematically modeling of huddling mechanism of emperor
penguins
3.1.1. Generation of huddle boundary
Initially huddle boundary is generated randomly in accordance to the wind flow
around it. Usually, emperor penguins huddle themselves in a polygon shaped grid.
Let us assume  as the velocity of wind and  be the gradient.

  

(3)

Complex potential can be generated by combining  with it.
FP    j

(4)

where FP is an analytical function on the polygon plane.
3.1.2. Temperature around the huddle
The temperature profile is accountable for exploration and exploitation in this
algorithm. It is considered that when radius of polygon is greater than 1 then
temperature T is assumed to be equal to 0 otherwise T is assumed to be equal to 1.
The temperature can be formulated as:

Max _ iter 

TP   T 
t  Max _ iter 


(5)

0, if r > 1
1, if r < 1
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T
where, t and Max _ iter are the current and maximum number of iterations and r is
the radius of polygon.
3.1.3. Distance between the emperor penguins
Initially best optimal solution (emperor penguin) is computed and then its
distance with other emperor penguin is calculated. The other emperor penguins will
update their positions according to current best optimal solution which is
mathematically deﬁned as follows:
D EP  Abs ( S ( M ).P( t )  N .P EP ( t ))

(6)

where, D EP is the distance between the best and other emperor penguin, M and
N helps in avoiding the collision among emperor penguins, P and P EP are the
position vectors of the best and other emperor penguin respectively and S is
responsible to move emperor penguins towards the best emperor penguin.

S( M ) 



f .e

t l

e

t



2

(7)

where, f and l maintains exploration and exploitation and their values is in the range
of [2,3] and [1.5,2] respectively.
M  ( A  ( TP )  PG ( Accuracy )  R())  TP

(8)

N  R()

(9)

PG ( Accuracy )  Abs ( P  P EP )

(10)

where, A maintains gap between the emperor penguins to avoid collision which is
considered to be equal to 2, PG ( Accuracy ) is the grid accuracy obtained by
comparing the difference between emperor penguins and R() is the random function
which generates value between [0,1].
3.1.4. Relocation of effective mover
As, other emperor penguins follow the best selected emperor penguin in a given
search space, thus to update the next position following equation is considered:
P EP ( t  1 )  P( t )  M .D EP
(11)
where, P EP ( t  1 ) represents the next updated position of emperor penguin.
3.2. Pseudo code and flowchart for the EPO algorithm
The steps of SHO are summarized as follows:
START
Step 1: Read bus data, line data and generation data of considered power system.
Step 2: Initialize the parameters of the proposed algorithm such as number of spotted
hyenas and maximum number of iterations.
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Step 3: Initialize vectors TP , M , N , S and r.
Step 4: Calculate the fitness of each search agents and identify the first best search
agent P .
while(t<Max_iter)
for (each P EP )
Step 5: Calculate TP using Eq. (5).
Step 6: Calculate the distance between the best and other search agents using Eqs.
(6) - (10).
end for
Step 7: Update the position of other search agents using Eq. (11).
Step 8: Check the boundary limit and then adjust it.
Step 9: Update the fitness function accordance to the updated position and identify
the best optimal solution.
Step 10:t=t+1
end while
Step 11: Return best optimum value obtained.
END
4. Results and Analysis
In Ref. [12], it is already proven that EPO algorithm provides better results as
compared to other algorithms discussed in literature. It is also observed that EPO
handles various types of constraints very eﬃciently and provides better solutions.
The EPO algorithm has been verified on IEEE-30 bus system by solving the
economic dispatch problems. Generally, this system consists of 6 generators which
are located on the buses 1, 2, 5, 8, 11 and 13, four tap changing transformers
installed between the buses 6-9,6-10, 4-12 and 27-28 and two shunt capacitors
installed at buses 10 and 24. Relevant data is taken from Ref. [13].
4.1. Minimization of multi-fuel non-convex cost function

The formulated objective function given in Eq. (1) is optimized using EPO
algorithm. The corresponding results are tabulated in Table 1, from which it can be
seen that the generation fuel cost obtained using EPO algorithm is 647.7310 $/h
which is less than the 667.1426 $/h obtained by UDTPSO. Furthermore, obtained
result is compared with other algorithms in Table 2.
Table 1. Comparison of formulated multi-fuel generation fuel cost
function
Variables

PG1, MW
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Multi- fuel generation fuel
cost, $/h
UDTPSO [14]
EPO
139.9829
139.98271

PG2, MW

50

54.98827

PG5, MW

25.79842

23.89929
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PG8, MW

25

31.88881

PG11, MW

19.93026

20.84097

PG13, MW

30

18.72352

VG1, p.u.

1.048757

1.07749

VG2, p.u.

1.029419

1.06254

VG5, p.u.

1.007824

1.03514

VG8, p.u.

1.012906

1.04826

VG11, p.u.

1.012993

1.00894

VG13, p.u.

1.027766

1.04193

Tap 6-9, p.u.

0.980952

0.94993

Tap 6-10, p.u.

0.955207

1.02891

Tap 4-12, p.u.

0.960662

0.99242

Tap 28-27, p.u.

1.011175

0.99477

Qc 10, p.u.

21.17225

14.44321

Qc 24, p.u.
Generation fuel cost,
$/h
Emission (ton/h)

16.25719

10.78569

667.1426

647.7310

0.227909356

0.23456

Table 2. Summary and validation of results for multi-fuel generation
fuel cost objective minimization
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5

Algorithms
BBO [6]
EP [5]
MDE [15]
DE [14]
EPO

Multi-fuel
generation fuel
cost $/h
647.7645
649.67
648.356
650.822
647.731

Further we can also justify the performance of proposed algorithm by considering
the convergence curve shown in Figure 3. We can clearly observe that the
convergence starts with lesser value and final result obtained very early as
compared to UDTPSO.
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Figure 3. Convergence curve of multi-fuel generation fuel cost, $/h
4.2. Minimization of multi-fuel emission function

The formulated objective function given in Eq. (2) is optimized using EPO
algorithm. The corresponding results are tabulated in Table 3, from which it can be
seen that the emission obtained using EPO algorithm is 0.18621814 ton/h which is
less than the ton/h obtained by UDTPSO and convergence curve is shown in Figure
4.
Table 3. Comparison of formulated multi-fuel emission function

Volume 9, Issue 4, 2019

Variables

Multi-fuel emission, ton/h

PG1, MW

UDTPSO [14]
104.8481

EPO
77.36788609

PG2, MW

50

54.96933413

PG5, MW

49

50

PG8, MW

25

35

PG11, MW

25

30

PG13, MW

35

40

VG1, p.u.

0.985061

1.029658984

VG2, p.u.

0.979254

0.968163671

VG5, p.u.

0.980714

1.000212381

VG8, p.u.

0.971643

1.0113926

VG11, p.u.

1.05

1.040342721

VG13, p.u.

1.009539

1.015997273

Tap 6-9, p.u.

0.981196

1.039926264

Tap 6-10, p.u.

0.9

1.069905056

Tap 4-12, p.u.

0.958114

0.965979296

Tap 28-27, p.u.

0.942157

0.998504736
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Qc 10, p.u.

13.97391

27.4228281

Qc 24, p.u.
Generation fuel cost,
$/h
Emission (ton/h)

20.83055

6.474612997

775.2209

828.5704231

0.199144

0.18621814

Figure 4. Convergence curve of multi-fuel emission, ton/h

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a novel algorithm is implemented for solving the economic
dispatch problem named as Emperor Penguin Optimization (EPO) algorithm which
is being developed by considering the natural huddle mechanism of empero r
penguins. This algorithm is used to optimize the generation fuel cost and emission
for the IEEE-30 bus system possessing multi-fuels as input to it and it has been
observed that EPO algorithm yields better solutions as compared to other existing
algorithms. We can also conclude that generation fuel cost and emission got
minimized when generating plants possess multi-fuels as compared to the
generating plants possessing only single fuel. EPO also results in better
convergence and attain optimal values in less number of iteration. Thus, this proves
the effectiveness and robustness of proposed algorithm for multi -fuel system. In
future, this algorithm can be implemented to solve the multi-objective problems.
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